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FarmChief has worked the land for generations and we plan to be here for many more. Our 
high-spec implements provide farmers and contractors around the country with the best ways 
to cultivate, sow, harvest, manage nutrients and generally keep things going to make the most 
of New Zealand’s potential.
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1) EFFICIENCY – With ExpressPlus Speed Discs you can do 
in one pass what you would’ve usually done in several. And 
often with three separate implements. So there’s less gear. 
And it’s quicker – speeds along at up to 16km/h.

2) AFFORDABLE – ExpressPlus Speed Discs will easily return 
your investment in time saved, fuel saved and reduced main-
tenance.

3) EASY OPERATION – If you can drive a tractor, you’re good 
to go. We don’t set out to make things difficult around here, 
so even entry-level staff can do a great job with this  
implement – the only hydraulic adjustment is depth.

4) OPTIMUM ANGLE – The unique “optimum angle” disc 
design gives greater precision and accuracy. If the machine is 
level, pulling straight and working a minimum of 50mm deep, 
every speck of soil is moved eliminating any thoughts of dips 
or hollows, thanks to this optimum angle.

5) LOW H/P OPERATION – Super effective operation means 
you don’t need a big tractor. 3m ExpressPlus Speed Discs will 
be happy with a 90h/p tractor and the 4.5 m with a 120 h/p. 
Less fuel, more economical.

6) EXTREMELY LOW MAINTENANCE – A robust construction 
and sealed longlife bearings which have a 5 year warranty. 
The only thing you’ll be looking at is replacing the discs after 
five years, or so.

7) “CAMBRIDGE FINISH” – The option of extra implements – 
rippers up front and rollers at the back – sets your seed bed 
up, even in the toughest country, all ready for drilling.

8) MOUNTED OR TRAILED – one size doesn’t fit all when it 
comes to farming and cultivation systems, so we give you the 
options.

9) FREE ON-FARM DEMONSTRATION – (maybe we should’ve 
put this first) Just call FarmChief and we’ll arrange for you to 
have ExpressPlus Speed Discs delivered, to your property, to 
test behind your tractor.

9 REASONS TO CHOOSE 
EXPRESSPLUS SPEED 
DISCS
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MODEL WORKING 
WIDTH

NO. OF 
DISCS

KG PER 
DISC FOLDING/FIXED WEIGHT 

APPROX. HP

3000 3.0m 24 75kg Mounted/Fixed 1800kg 90+

3000 T 3.0m 24 83kg Trailing/Fixed 2000kg 90+

4500 4.5m 36 100kg Trailing/Folding 4000kg 120+

6000 6.0m 48 85kg Trailing/Folding 5100kg 160+

BEN PANKHURST, GRETA VALLEY 
They work very well across all soil types and even 
in steep and rocky terrain. They’re very versatile 
and they’ve changed the way we work the ground. 
They’re more efficient than the heavy discs and 
they’re cheaper for the farmers. There are fewer 
hours in the paddocks and, from our point of view, 
we get more ground covered, there’s less  
maintenance and they’re cheaper to run.”  

- Owner of Express 4500 Speed Disc

EXPRESSPLUS SPEED DISCS
Used for primary and secondary cultivation, ExpressPlus Speed Discs are  
unequalled in performance after winter feed, for stubble incorporation, and to 
break-up paddocks  after compaction. And they do it twice as fast as conventional 
discs.

Multiple rear roller options to suit needs

Combination options for 1 pass job

90-180 HP rated

Unique ‘optimum angle’ disc

SKF sealed bearings

3-6metre working width
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When you want to cut through the 
work, ExpressPlus Speed Discs are 
unsurpassed. Available in widths 
from 3M to 6M, they are used after 
ploughing, or for stubble  
incorporation or even sprayed out 
grass paddocks, working at speeds 
of up to 16km/h. They save time 
and, importantly, do the job better.

The unique “optimum angle” disc  
design gives greater precision and 
accuracy for cultivating, while other 
features include greater  
protection for bearings making 
sure everything works exactly as 
it should. No need to grease the 
tough SKF sealed bearings.

> FEATURES
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EXPRESSPLUS 3000 SPEED 
DISCS- 3PTL
The ExpressPlus 3000 Speed Disc is a 3m mounted machine, featuring two 
sets of 560mm discs which are angle-mounted, followed by a set of heavy-du-
ty tines and a rear roller of your choice. They are ideal for working up stubble, 
ex winter feed paddocks or even sprayed out pasture.  

Multiple rear roller options to suit your  
situation (packer, u-box, or cage)

Cheaper fast model

90HP required

Hydraulic depth adjustment
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Different to the 3ptl ExpressPlus 3000, the ExpressPlus 3000 is a trailed unit, 
and it only comes with a tyre roller. It can be used in combination with the  
ExpressPro Pre-Ripper, which is ideal for rolling country or for pugged  
paddocks where ripping is required.

Trailed 3m unit 

Combine with ExpressPro Ripper for one pass results

90 HP required, 120HP with ripper

EXPRESSPLUS 3000 SPEED 
DISCS- TRAILED
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EXPRESSPLUS 4500 SPEED DISCS
The ExpressPlus 4500 Speed Disc is ideal for the larger farmer or  
contractor, trying to cultivate fields faster and more efficiently. This  
machine is ideal for working on rolling country or in combination with 
Pre-Rippers and/or Airseeder, furthermore towing a hydraulic folding roller 
behind is a great way to level off the paddock, doing a one pass job.

Multiple rear roller options to suit needs

Combination options for 1 pass job

140 HP required

6mm disc blade

Optional depth wheels and leveling paddles
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EXPRESSPLUS 6000 SPEED DISCS
Covering more ground than the 4500 the ExpressPlus 6000 Speed Disc is the 
ultimate machine. Made for the larger HP tractors, weighing over 5 tonne 
makes this unit a heavy duty machine.

Multiple rear roller options to suit needs

Combination options for 1 pass job

160 HP required

6mm disc blade

Optional depth wheels and leveling paddles
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EXPRESSPRO PRE-RIPPER
The ExpressPro Pre-Ripper and the ExpressPlus Speed Discs are a formidable 
combination - available in three widths, 3m, 4m and the 6m. The combo is ideal 
for pugged paddocks or when deep ripping is required. The Ripper features this 
unique twisted shin which is great for burying trash, it helps minimize passes, 
and can be mounted on the front of your tractor as well. 

Auto reset

600mm working depth

500mm tine spacing

Optional wing feet

Can be front mounted 

Ideal for breaking up the pan.
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DAVID & SALLY MAVOR, LISMORE
Used mostly for working-in crop after winter grazing. He 
says the advantage of the implement is that it deep rips the 
soil while working the top soil at the same time. “Two or 
three passes and it’s ready for drilling into spring cereals.”
“Turn-around is everything because time is important. This 
is helping us achieve that. The one cultivator, effectively 
does two jobs. “We’ve cultivated 100 hectares with it, in one 
season, and it’s performed as we expected.”
“We’re really happy with it.”

- Owner of ExpressPlus 3000 Speed Disc & 3m ExpressPro
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These adaptable implements come with loads of options to perfectly suit 
your situation. 

> REAR ROLLER OPTIONS

EXPRESSPLUS OPTIONS

PACKER ROLLERDD ROLLER CAGE ROLLER

RUBBER ROLLERU-BOX ROLLER TYRE ROLLER
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> AIRSEEDER FITUPS

> ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

> ADDITIONAL IMPLEMENTS

LEVELLING  
PADDLES

REAR DRAWBARHYDRAULIC FRONT 
DEPTH WHEELS

HYDRAULIC TOP 
LINK

FARMCHIEF SWISS 
AIRSEEDER

APV AIRSEEDER

HYDRAULIC FOLDING ROLLER EXPRESSPRO PRE-RIPPER
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FARMCHIEF MACHINES

HEAVY DUTY SPEED DISCS TINE CULTIVATORS PRIMARY CULTIVATION DISCS

TINE PLOW FALC POWER HARROW FALC ROTARY HOE/SPIKE ROTOR

AGROLUX PLOUGHS ROLLMAX ROLLERS NSL RIPPER

CULTIVATION

SSDR RIPPER EXPRESSPLUS SPEED DISCS EXPRESSPRO PRE-RIPPER
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ROLLER AIRSEEDER DRILL XACT PRECISION PLANTER AGUIRRE FERTILISER SPREADER

SEEDING/SPREADING

VEENHUIS ROTOMAX VEENHUIS SLURRY TANKERS ENVIROSPREAD  SLURRY TANKERS

STORTH UMBILICAL SYSTEM STORTH POND  STIRRER/MIXER HARRY WEST MUCK SPREADER

EFFLUENT/SLURRY

BACKSAVER GRAIN AUGER CONVENTIONAL GRAIN AUGER CONVEYAIR GRAIN VAC

GRAIN HANDLING

VGM TIP TRAILER REAR GRADER BLADE

FALC MULCHERS BALE CLAMP 

VGM GRAIN/ ROOT TIP TRAILER

TRANSPORT/UTILITY

FIND THE RIGHT IMPLEMENT FOR 
THE RIGHT JOB!
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CHRISTCHURCH
10 Curraghs Road
03 349 4450
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INVERCARGILL
51 North Road
03 215 7750

GORE
231 Main Road
03 215 7750

PALMERSTON NORTH
6 Noel Rogers Place
06 354 6404


